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Plasma produced by EC-waves  
 
Open field lines - no plasma current 
 
Extensive diagnostic coverage for 
turbulence and plasma response 

The TORPEX device !

R = 1 m; a = 0.2 m 

H2, D, He, Ne, Ar plasmas 

Btor  ≤100 mT;   Bz ≤10 mT;  ρs/a~0.02 

Te = 2–20 eV;   ne = 0.1–5x1016 m-3 

Parallel losses	


 ∇B, curvature	


Source (EC and UH resonance)	


Plasma 
gradients	


Btor 

Bz 

2.45GHz, <20kW 



Movable LP array

4x Movable sectors

Local 2-D LPs“Flux” probe

∅3mm

Collector ∅1mm

5mm
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Gridded energy
analyzer

LP fixed arrays HEXTIP

Fast camera

 Real-space 
analysis:

 |δn|	  >	  σtot(n)
 Define structure 

observables:
 trajectory, speed, 

size,…

 Spectral methods:
 linear and non-linear:
 frequency, wave 

number, energy 
cascade, …

 Statistical methods:
 PDFs, moments,…

 Conditional sampling methods
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Fast ion source 

GEA 



Mueller S.H. et al., PoP (2008) 

High field side Low field side 

TORPEX plasma dynamics: waves and blobs!



Questions addressed in the poster!

q  What kind of modes are responsible for the turbulence ? 
 
q  How are macroscopic structures (blobs - filaments) generated ? 

q  How do blobs propagate?  

q  Can their dynamics be influenced/controlled ? 
 
q  What are the consequences, in terms of 

•  Plasma flow/rotation? 

•  Transport for non-thermal plasma particles (fast ions) ? 

q  How can these results be used to validate theoretical models ? 
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Blob region Interchange wave 

Mueller S.H. et al., PoP (2008) 

High field side Low field side 

Ideal interchange regime: waves and blobs!



Blobs in plasma: an important basic problem!
Intermittent transport in edge plasma  

  à plasma-wall interactions, divertor efficiency, confinement 
 

NSTX L-mode 

Courtesy of R. Maqueda 

TCV L-mode 

Open field lines 
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TORPEX 

Open field lines 

∇B, curvature 
 

 

 

 

LAPD 

complexity Linear devices… …tokamak devices… 

  à observed in many devices and configurations 
 

Topology change edge/SOL 

∇ B, curvature 

Rotational Transform 

 

 

 

 



Blobs are generated from ideal interchange waves!

I. Furno et al., PRL (2008);  C.Theiler et al., PoP (2008); A. Diallo et al., PRL (2008) 

q  Ideal interchange wave 
(k//=0) moves with vExB 

q  Radially elongated 
structures form from 
positive cells 

q  ExB flow shear breaks 
off the structures and 
forms a blob 

q  Energy is transferred 
from the flow to blobs 
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Blobs are generated from ideal interchange waves!



Generalization of 2D blob models     scaling law !
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Key question to understand blob motion: 
which mechanism compensates curvature-driven charge separation? 

!vblob =
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C. Theiler et al., PRL (2009). 
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Experimental test of scaling laws"
Damping due to 
ion-polarization currents 

Damping due to 
parallel currents 
S. I. Krasheninnikov, PLA 2001 

O. E. Garcia et al., PoP 2005 
J. R. Myra et al., PoP 2005 

C. Theiler et al., PRL (2009) 
Theiler 2009 

Parallel currents 
are NOT 
important  

Parallel currents ARE 
important  
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